Summary of Results 710-722 George Street, Haymarket
Archaeological work commenced at 710-722 George Street on 18 August 2008 when monitoring works
started and fieldwork was finalised on 16 October, 2008. During the archaeological program a series of
remains were found relating to the identified occupation of the study area from c1800 and 1900. Most
importantly were the remains of waster pits associated with the potter Thomas Ball which were found
within 718 George Street and also at the rear of 722 George Street.
The archaeological zoning plan indentified that 720-722 George Street would have no archaeological
potential and therefore no assessment or further work was required. As discussed with Iain Stuart this
was found to be inaccurate but other parts of the site were found to be more highly impacted than
anticipated. In many ways the identification of potential for the subject site was the reverse of what was
predicted with areas identified as having high potential having limited potential or deeper subsurface
features. The rear of 720-722 was substantially impacted by large concrete footings and little other than
waster pits, cesspit and fragments of drains survived.
710 George Street
Found half the front room of the house shown on the 1865 plan which was terraced into the slope – part of
this should survive beneath George Street. The rear room survived as well but only the front room had a
shallow underfloor deposit. Remains of earlier footings partially survived but had been impacted by the
footings of the house built by 1865 (Fig. 3). A well backfilled with quantities of artefacts was found and a
cesspit with a sterile backfill (Fig. 4). No other substantial remains were found in the yard areas.
712, 714 and 716 George Street
Shallow footings of the houses shown on the 1865 plan were found but no significant occupation deposits
survived nor any underfloor deposits (Figs 1, 5). Cesspits were found at the rear of the properties once the
spoil heap was removed from the centre of the site but there were substantial impacts from concrete
footings throughout the yard areas and no other structures or occupation deposits survived. These areas
basically had low archaeological potential, being the deeper sub-surface features identified in the zoning
plan. Some ephemeral brickfield deposits lay beneath these footings.
There was a right-if-way between 716 and 718 George Street with a stormwater drain running out to
George Street. It was a sandstock brick box drain with a shallow arch capping, very similar to one of the
drains found beneath the roads at the Conservatorium of Music site and on display in that foyer.
718 George Street
This was a triangular piece of land which contained the remains of a house shown on the 1865 plan (Figs
1, 6). The mid to late nineteenth-century occupation was represented by the house footings and a
triangular stone cesspit backfilled with glass bottles and other household refuse. There were no yard
deposits associated with this structure. Remains of an early house which was on plan by 1822 was also
found within the footprint of this house, consisting of a brick fireplace, a few post holes and some
occupation deposits mixed into the top of a waster pit buried beneath the c1822 house (Fig. 7). This
waster pit contained approximately 50 boxes of sherds of locally-manufactured lead-glazed earthenware
(Fig. 7). To the north within this area were some remnant brickfield/pottery manufacturing deposits
which continued into the area of no. 716 George Street.
720-722 George Street
This contained some of the remains of the Woolpack Inn (c1830-1890) cut through by a large sewer (Fig.
8). As with other areas of the site there were archaeological remains in the lower parts, adjacent to the
street frontage, but only deeper features 10m to 15m from the street frontage. In addition there were
substantial concrete footings from twentieth-century buildings cutting through the rear of this property.
Footings of the Woolpack were quite deep as it was built above a clay extraction pit (Fig. 9). Three
pottery waster pits were found at the rear of this property which contained 1000s of pottery sherds; pottery
manufacturing artefacts such as stilts, clay wedges for supporting pottery during firing in the kiln;
exploded brick fragments and fragments of roofing tiles (Fig. 10). No evidence of the pottery kiln was
found on this property and it is likely that it was nearby on the land to the east which has an underground
carpark which has presumably removed any surviving remains of the kiln.
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Figure 1: Study area shown on the Trignometrical Survey of Sydney, 1865. City of Sydney Archives.

Figure 2: Fire Underwriters Association of NSW, c1901: City of Sydney detail survey maps ‘Ignis et
Aqua’ Series, Sheet II Vol. 1, ML MAV/FM4/10537.
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Figure 3: 710 George Street, the front room was terraced into the slope and contained a shallow
underfloor deposit. The eastern part of this house is beneath George Street. The large stone
footings belong to the later 19th century building while the rooms at the front were from the
house on the 1865 plan which replaced an earlier houses some of the footing of which survived.
Looking west, scale 1m.

Figure 4: Excavation of the well at 710 George Street. Most of the artefacts came from the bottom layers
of the well which was approximately 4m deep.
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Figure 5: Houses at 712, 714 and 716 George Street, looking northwest. Shallow stone footings were cut
into earlier ephemeral brickfield deposits.
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Figure 6: House 718 George Street following the excavation of the extensive pottery waster pit in this
area. Again the footings matched those on the 1865 plan. The fireplace and a few holes from
earlier structure thought to be present on the 1822 plan were found within the footprint of the
later house.
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Figure 7: Varieties of locally-made lead-glazed pottery recovered from waster pit 1. Note the mid-green
glaze which we have not seen before, the green and brown decorated pale yellow glazed
fragments have been found at the nearby Pitt & Campbell Streets site, and the more common
glossy brown-glazed utilitarian vessels.

Figure 8: Woolpack Inn cut through by modern sewer.
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Figure 9: Backfilled clay pit associated with brickfield/pottery activities pre-dating the construction of
the Woolpack Inn. Looking south, scale 1m.

Figure 10: Partly excavated pottery waster pit at the rear of no. 722 George Street. Scale 1m.

